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Campagnolo this year the Spanish press conference to launch a variety of products, which is the hydraulic disc brake of the heavy
work. Oil dish conference was arranged at six pm on the last day of the afternoon, that is, Campy does not provide a test ride. In the
conference only exposed faces, only cefex blue-green preloaded carriages reserved for the media, the other two are pushed back to
the warehouse. Brake release process is very simple, because cefex not to make any description and explanation. Neither does it
provide any data, just tell you that we have this thing. Of course, refused to answer any questions related to disc details. at present,
this disc is tested by the occupation fleet, through the UCI test can be a game equipment. "Disc brakes while the weight will increase
slightly, but in bad weather can guarantee the stability of the brake system, safety is always the Campagnolo considered key factors,"
said the Campagnolo press officer Joshua riddle. Campy provide three sets of assembly of disc brake of bicycle, the appearance at
the oil dish can match the mechanical transmission and electronic speed two hand, from the point of view of other (tooth plate, dial,
dial it before) accessories, super record is certainly, but whether it will have more series to join is not to say. all hand turned head are
printed on the "Tech Lab Campy" and "Campy technology test room". vehicle there are many things are printed with "Campy Tech
Lab", such as caliper and six screw hub wheel group system. < p > conference display team Lotto-Soudal and team Astana
motorcade's new car was used super record EPS electronic transmission equipped with hydraulic disc brake and wheel group fixed
way for traditional fast split test. Blue green car styling and Campy brake caliper themselves are also different. < p > the team
Movistar team to update the frame, while Canyon is yet to be released the new frame, so we did not in the conference site see
Movistar assembly of disc brake of the car. because only Campy their own blue green car left to the media, so it has become the
details of our one one to explore the object. This pre installed car uses a mechanical version of the 11 speed Record Super kit, the
frame is designed to be in the form of the line (including the tubing), while the use of the front and rear shaft system. The wheel group
also printed with "Campy Tech Lab" high carbon fiber frame wheel, and is equipped with six pin barrel shaft hub. barrel shaft is used
to increase the frame and front >
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